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Abstract: The position accuracy of the bottom dead centre (BDC) of a slider is a crucial performance
index to measure the quality of a multi-link mechanical press. At present, the research on improving
the position accuracy of the BDC mainly focuses on error compensation, and there is a lack of research
on the tolerance design of the transmission mechanism according to the accuracy requirements of the
BDC. In this paper, the motion output accuracy of the press is characterized by the position error of
the BDC of the slider and the inclined angle error of the slider. Based on the loop increment method,
the error transmission model of the transmission mechanism of a multi-link mechanical press was
established. The key error factors that affect the output accuracy of the press were determined by
analysis of error sensitivity. On this basis, a precision synthesis method considering manufacturing
cost and BDC precision reliability was proposed. Finally, a Monte Carlo simulation and experiments
on a toggle mechanical press were conducted to verify the model. The results show that the proposed
error model and optimization method are feasible and effective.

Keywords: multi-link press; precision press machine design; error modeling; sensitivity analysis;
tolerance design

1. Introduction

Compared with the traditional crank press, multi-link presses, such as elbow bar
presses, have the characteristics of good quick return, high forming accuracy, and strong
bearing capacity [1]. The motion accuracy of the slider is one of the important indexes to
evaluate the performance of the press. Under the background of near net shape [2], the
requirements for the product quality of the press are increasing, and there is an urgent
need to improve its accuracy performance. The design of ultraprecision machines and
the research of related key technologies become particularly important to achieve rapid
and economic production [3]. The improvement and guarantee of the motion accuracy of
the slider is the key technology studied in the design and manufacture of the multi-link
press [4]. Therefore, it is necessary to analyze the key factors affecting the accuracy of the
press and reasonably allocate the accuracy parameters of each part from the perspective of
saving the manufacturing cost of the press to meet the processing requirements of near net
shape forming.

Establishing the mapping relationship between the geometric error source and the
output error of the mechanism is the basis of accuracy synthesis, which has been studied by
many scholars. In error modeling, common methods include homogeneous transformation
matrixes [5,6], Denavit–Hartenberg (D–H) transformation matrixes [7], screw theory [8–11],
and exponential product [12]. Wu et al. [13] established the geometric error model of
the rotating axis based on the theory of multi-body dynamics and studied a prediction
method of the comprehensive error field in the machining space of five-axis machine tools
based on the S-shaped specimen family. Chen et al. [14] proposed a unified method for the
accurate analysis of general planar three-legged parallel robots based on constrained planar
motion generalized kinematic mapping. Tian et al. [15] extended the generalized Jacobian
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method to the error modeling of machine tools, which can divide the source error into two
subsets related to the compensated and non-compensated pose accuracy. Zhao et al. [16]
proposed an angle error analysis method for a planar synthetic aperture radar antenna
multi-closed-loop deployment mechanism considering link deviation and joint clearance,
which provides an effective tool for designers to evaluate its accuracy performance in the
design stage. From the current research situation, most of the error modeling research was
mainly aimed at error prediction and error compensation.

Accuracy synthesis is a structural optimization problem, is the inverse problem of accu-
racy analysis, and has more practical significance in engineering. A. K. Srivastava et al. [6]
proposed a compact volumetric error model, which directly considers the inaccurate links
and joint shapes and joint transformations using small angle approximation and then
finds the total volume error in the workspace as a function of all possible errors. A.
Chaker et al. [17] took five different non-over-constrained spherical parallel mechanisms
(SPM) as the research object and analyzed the influence of the manufacturing error of the
connecting rod on the position and orientation of its output end platform. The results
show that different non-over-constrained versions of SPM have different pose accuracy.
Tian et al. [15,18] applied the generalized Jacobian method to the error modeling of machine
tools. They proposed a general and systematic method to divide the source error into two
subsets related to the compensated and uncompensated pose accuracy so as to model the
geometric error of machine tools. Chen et al. [19] took the dimensional tolerance unit and
tolerance grade coefficient as the weighting coefficient; using the linear weighting method,
the multi-objective optimization was transformed into a single objective optimization, and
the mathematical model of the optimal dimensional tolerance and the fitting tolerance of
the kinematic pair of the planar linkage mechanism was established. Jin et al. [20] proposed
a tolerance design method in the early design stage of auto parts based on the Shapley
value method (SVM) of joint game theory. P. K. Singh [21] and Krishna [22] used an opti-
mization method to realize the simultaneous distribution and allocation of machine tool
manufacturing tolerance and assembly tolerance based on the minimum manufacturing
cost. Chen et al. [23] proposed a static accuracy design method based on global optimiza-
tion and error sensitivity analysis, which transforms the static error allocation problem
of machine tools into a multi-objective optimization problem with nonlinear constraints.
Zhang et al. [24] proposed a precision design method for multi-axis CNC machine tools
based on reliability theory. Cha et al. [25] proposed a robust optimization design method
using the hybrid response surface method (H-RSM), which directly finds the best advantage
to meet the target Z value or failure probability.

The previous literature shows that there is relatively little research on the mechanical
press in the field of comprehensive precision research, and most of the research objects are
lathes, milling machines, or machining centers. Among the many factors that affect the
output accuracy of the press, the geometric dimension error of the transmission mechanism
has a greater impact, as it leads to the lower dead center accuracy of the slider beyond the
design range, affecting the forming quality of the workpiece and the service life of the die.
Bai et al. [26,27] used the matrix analysis method to analyze a four-driven parallel press
and concluded that the most significant factor affecting the accuracy of the press is the
structural parameter error of the output branch chain. Lu Xinjian [28] derived the error
transfer function equation of the rod length and fixed contact coordinates by using the
differential method and compared the error transfer coefficient at the bottom dead center.
Qian Huanan [29] established a comprehensive error model of the transmission link frame
of the press by using the matrix method and the theory of multi-body systems.

Due to the complexity of multi-link mechanisms, the research on the motion error
of multi-link mechanism is not mature enough at present, and there is still a big gap
regarding the practical application. To solve the above problems, this paper uses the loop
increment method to model the error of the transmission mechanism. On this basis, the
error transmission model of the transmission mechanism of the multi-link mechanical press
is established according to the principle of error-independent action so that the influence
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of the connecting rod and positioning error on the output accuracy of the press slider can
be easily clarified. The key error influencing factors are determined through sensitivity
analysis, and the accuracy of the transmission mechanism of the press is comprehensively
optimized, considering the influence of the machining accuracy on the manufacturing cost.

2. Problem Description

A toggle transmission mechanism, as shown in Figure 1, is a typical mechanism of a
multi-link mechanical press, which is commonly used in the cold and warm forging process.
Multi-link cold and warm forging mechanical presses are the key equipment to realize the
near net shape of cold and warm forging. The elbow bar transmission mechanism expands
the stroke of the press and reduces the speed within the nominal stroke. The transmission
mechanism is composed of two sets of toggle linkages, which are symmetrically distributed
on both sides. The toggle linkage mechanism is composed of an eccentric gear, a toggle
linkage, an upper rod, a bottom rod and a slider. During operation, the motor drives
the eccentric gear to rotate at a constant speed at a certain angular speed through gear
transmission. Through the multi-link transmission mechanism, it is finally transformed
into the reciprocating motion output of the slider with quick return characteristics.
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Figure 1. The toggle transmission mechanism with slider.

The accuracy of the rod system determines the quality of forging and also affects
the service life of the die. Since the toggle mechanical press is driven by an AC motor
and flywheel instead of a servo motor, it is difficult to guarantee the position precision by
popular closed-loop control. In an ideal case, the transmission mechanism composed of
two sets of symmetrical rod systems needs to be consistent so that the slider can remain
horizontal and perpendicular to the guide rail. However, due to the inevitable error defect
of the rod length, the running curve of the rod system will inevitably deviate from the ideal
situation, and the slider will also tilt. In other words, the accuracy of the bar system has
a great impact on the dynamic performance of the press. Therefore, in order to analyze
the accuracy of the transmission mechanism of the multi-link press, two problems need to
be clarified: (1) how to calculate the output error of the linkage caused by the design and
manufacturing deviation of the linkage and (2) when considering the manufacturing cost,
how to determine the length tolerance of each member and the machining and positioning
tolerance of the shaft hole.

3. Error Modeling
3.1. Configuration and Kinematic Chains

Taking the elbow bar mechanism which is driven by side crank as the research object,
an error analysis of the transmission system is carried out. As shown in Figure 2, the
transmission mechanism of this type of press is composed of two independent toggle
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mechanisms on the left and right, which are symmetrically arranged on the structure. The
coordinate system Oyz was established on the vertical plane where the two upper fulcrums
O1 and O2 are located. The coordinate system O1xz was established with the upper fulcrum
O1 of the left link as the origin on the plane where the left link is located, and the coordinate
system O2xz was established with the upper fulcrum of the right link as the origin on the
plane where the right link is located.
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Figure 2. Schematic of the toggle transmission mechanism.

Due to manufacturing and positioning defects, there is a deviation between the actual
motion posture and the ideal motion posture during the reciprocating motion of the press
slider, which is called a mechanism error. The ideal motion curve of the slider is shown in
Figure 3. The slider forms the workpiece during the downward stage near the bottom dead
center (BDC) and then returns quickly. In order to better describe this error, the position
error of slider BDC ∆S and inclined angle error ∆β are two indicators. The position error of
the BDC of sliding blocks ∆s1 and ∆s2 can be obtained as the expressions of slider output
position error and angle error are, respectively:

∆S = (∆s1 + ∆s2)/2 (1)

∆β = arcsin((∆s1 − ∆s2)/(ye1 + ye2)) (2)

Because the output error is smaller than the structural parameters, thus,

∆β = (∆s1 − ∆s2)/(ye1 + ∆ye1 + ye2 + ∆ye2) (3)
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3.2. Geometric Error Elements

Due to the long kinematic chain of the toggle mechanism, there are many factors that
affect the output accuracy of the slider of the multi-link mechanism. Thus, special attention
should be paid at design time. The error sources mainly include manufacturing error of
mechanism components, assembly and positioning error, clearance error of the rotating
unit, driving error of the driving pair, error caused by elastic deformation, and thermal
deformation caused by motion when subjected to heavy load. Because the servo motor is
used as the driving source, it has high positioning accuracy, and the influence of input error
can be ignored. When the assembly error is subject to the assembly process, the clearance
error is difficult to eliminate. This paper mainly analyzes the influence of geometric
errors of components (that is, the length error of members and the position error of shaft
holes) on the motion accuracy of sliding blocks. Table 1 lists the structural parameters,
corresponding error terms and variable symbols of the transmission mechanism of the
press. Table 2 lists the position source errors of the transmission mechanism of the press
and their variable symbols.

Table 1. Linkage length error of press transmission mechanism.

Component Linkage The Angle between Linkage and x-Axis Error Item

OA l11, l12 θ11, θ12 ∆l11, ∆l12
AB l21, l22 θ21, θ22 ∆l21, ∆l22
BC l31, l32 θ31, θ32 ∆l31, ∆l32
AD l41, l42 θ41, θ42 ∆l41, ∆l42
BD l51, l52 θ51, θ52 ∆l51, ∆l52
DE l61, l62 θ61, θ62 ∆l61, ∆l62

Table 2. Position source error of press transmission mechanism.

Installation Position x Axial Coordinate z Axial Coordinate x Axial Error z Axial Error

C1 Cx1 Cz1 ∆Cx1 ∆Cz1
C2 Cx2 Cz2 ∆Cx2 ∆Cz2
E1 e1 / ∆e1 /
E2 e2 / ∆e1 /

3.3. Error Modeling Based on Loop Increment Method

The loop increment method establishes the motion equation according to the vector
form of the mechanism and regards the original error as a variable. We must obtain the
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differential of the equation of motion and replace the differential in incremental form.
Using the form of vector or matrix to simplify, we can get a simple form of mechanism
error equation or mechanism increment equation. A planar mechanism can generally be
expressed as a closed planar polygon by vectors, so the relationship between its output
position, angle and mechanism parameters and input can be expressed by the following
vector equations:

n

∑
i=1

→
ai =

n

∑
i=1

→
bi (4)

If the vector is expressed by plural form, it can be expressed as:

n

∑
i=1

aiejθi =
n

∑
i=1

biejθi (5)

We take point O as the origin and establish the coordinate system. The vector diagram
of the multi-link transmission mechanism is shown in Figure 4. The vector li represents the
length of each linkage, and the whole mechanism is divided into two independent loops, I
and II.
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For the toggle mechanism, two-vector closed equations/position equations of the
mechanism can be written as:

→
l3 +

→
l4 =

→
Cx +

→
Cz +

→
l1 +

→
l5 (6)

→
l3 +

→
l4 +

→
l6 =

→
s +

→
e (7)

We write the vector as the plural form, where θi represents the angle between the ith
vector and the x-axis.

l3ejθ3 + l4ejθ4 = l7ejθ7 + Cxej0 + Czej− π
2 + l5ejθ5 (8)

l3ejθ3 + l4ejθ4 + l6ejθ6 = ee0 + se−jπ/2 (9)
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Assuming that both li and θi are functions of time t, the derivative of time t is obtained.
Both sides of the equation are multiplied by ∆t at the same time to obtain the mechanism
error equation in incremental form.

n

∑
i=1

[∆li cos(θi − θ)− li∆θi sin(θi − θ)] = 0 (10)

The error increment equations of the mechanism can be obtained.

∆l3 cos(θ3 − θ) + ∆l4 cos(θ4 − θ)− l4∆θ4 sin(θ4 − θ) = ∆l1 cos(θ1 − θ)− l1∆θ1
sin(θ1 − θ) + Cx cos(0− θ) + Cz cos(−π/2− θ) + ∆l5 cos(θ5 − θ)− l5∆θ5 sin(θ5 − θ)

(11)

∆l3 cos(θ3 − θ) + ∆l4 cos(θ4 − θ)− l4∆θ4 sin(θ4 − θ) + ∆l6 cos(θ6 − θ)−
l6∆θ6 sin(θ6 − θ) = ∆e cos(0− θ) + ∆s cos(−π/2− θ)

(12)

Let θ = θ1; the variable ∆θ1 can be eliminated. Note that since the triangular bar is a
rigid body, ∆θ4 = ∆θ5, we can get

∆l3 cos θ31 + ∆l4 cos θ41 − l4∆θ4 sin θ41 = ∆l1 + ∆Cx cos θ1
−∆Cz sin θ1 + ∆l5 cos θ51 − l5∆θ4 sin θ51

(13)

∆θ4 can be obtained

∆θ4= (l1 + ∆Cx cos θ1 − ∆Cz sin θ1 + ∆l5 cos θ51 + ∆l3 cos θ31+
∆l4 cos θ41)/(l5 sin θ51 − l4 sin θ41)

(14)

Let θ = θ6; the variable ∆θ6 can be eliminated so as to obtain the linear relationship
between ∆θ6 and ∆s.

∆l3 cos θ36 + ∆l4 cos θ46 − l4∆θ4 sin θ46 + ∆l6 = ∆e cos θ6 − ∆s sin θ6 (15)

The above formula can be rewritten into:

∆s = (∆e cos θ6 − ∆l3 cos θ36 − ∆l4 cos θ46 + l4∆θ4 sin θ46 − ∆l6)/ sin θ6 (16)

Solving Equations (14) and (16) simultaneously, ∆θ4 can be eliminated.

∆s = (∆e cos θ6 − ∆l3 cos θ36 − ∆l4 cos θ46 + l4(l1 + ∆Cx cos θ1
−∆Cz sin θ1 + ∆l5 cos θ51 + ∆l3 cos θ31 + ∆l4 cos θ41)/(l5 sin θ51
−l4 sin θ41) sin θ46 − ∆l6)/ sin θ6

(17)

This formula includes the influence of all the original errors of the mechanism on the
position error of the output slider displacement of the mechanism.

Notice that θ2 = α + θ4, and there is

cos α = (l22 + l22 − l52)/2l2l4 (18)

4. Key Error Identification Based on Sensitivity Analysis

Based on the above error model, the sensitivity analysis of the mechanism’s output
error of each error source can be carried out, which will contribute to the accuracy design
after the size optimization of the transmission mechanism. We can better understand the
importance of each error, and these errors should be paid more attention to in the design.

The error sensitivity is used to reflect the influence of small changes in each error
factor on the total output error. The error sensitivity is the absolute value of the sliding
block motion output error on the partial derivative of each error factor. If the sensitivity of
the i-th error ∆i is ξi, then there is

ξi = |∂Eout|/|∂∆i| i = 1,2 · · ·m (19)
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In order to compare the influence degree of different error sources and highlight the
main influencing factors, the error sources with significant influence can be determined.
A statistical significance index can be used to measure the influence of a single structural
parameter error under a finger positioning shape. In order to better identify and analyze
the key error sources and normalize the sensitivity coefficients of the parameters of each
error source, we can define

λi =
ξi

m
∑

i=1
ξi

(i = 1, · · · , m) (20)

The structural parameters of the press (unit: mm) are: l1 = 575, l2 = 1697.5, l3 = 205,
l4 = 1891, l5 = 585, l6 = 835, Cx = 1500, Cz = 570, e = −23. MATLAB is used for simulation
and analysis, and the sensitivity of the forming area near the BDC of each error source to
the position error of the slider is obtained. Sensitivity analysis can be used to guide the
precision design of the press so as to provide a basis for controlling the error to a small
extent in the design stage of the multi-link transmission mechanism. The sensitivity of the
influence of the key parameter error on the slider output position error is shown in Figure 5.
The sensitivity and significance of each geometric error source are shown in Table 3
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Table 3. Main error elements and their sensitivity and significance.

Error Element Sensitivity Coefficient Significance Coefficient

∆l11, ∆l12 2.2811 0.275
∆l21, ∆l22 0.89720 0.108
∆l31, ∆l32 −0.58339 0.070
∆l41, ∆l42 −0.22975 0.027
∆l51, ∆l52 1.0552 0.126
∆l61, ∆l62 −0.36936 0.044

∆Cx1, ∆Cx2 −1.9443 0.233
∆Cz1, ∆Cz2 0.12448 0.014

∆e1, ∆e2 −0.81850 0.098
∆ye1, ∆ye2 / 0.005

Figure 6 shows the significance comparison diagram of each error element correspond-
ing to the slider position error. Through this mapping function, the mapping relationship
between the 9 original errors of the transmission mechanism and the slider displacement
error is established. It can be seen from the figure that each error source has different effects
on the position error of the press slider. Through sensitivity analysis, it can be seen that the
position error of the BDC of the slider showed a significant correlation with ∆l1 and ∆Cx,
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accounting for 51% of the impact of all error sources. ∆Cz and ∆l4 have little impact on the
position error.
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Similarly, the key error source parameters that have an important impact on the
inclined angle error of the slider can be identified. The key error source of the slider tilt
angle error at the bottom dead center position is the original error of 10 items. As shown in
Figure 7, ∆l1, ∆Cx and ∆l5 have a great effect on the error, with the influence on the error
accounting for 85% of the influence degree of all error sources.
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5. Tolerance Optimization Design
5.1. Optimization Model

The tolerance accuracy distribution of the transmission mechanism is used to deter-
mine the tolerance range of each component reasonably under the given accuracy require-
ments. Therefore, the design variables of the optimization problem are the geometric errors
of each component, and the design variables are as follows:

X = [x1, x2, x3, x4, x5, x6, x7, x8, x9, x10]
=
[
∆l1, ∆l2, ∆l3, ∆l4, ∆l5, ∆l6, ∆Cx, ∆Cy, ∆e, ∆ye

] (21)
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The cost of dimensional tolerance mainly depends on the value of tolerance and the
manufacturing process to obtain the tolerance. Generally, the larger the tolerance value,
the lower the manufacturing cost. For the same tolerance, using different processing
technology will also have different processing costs. Therefore, the manufacturing cost
of the connecting rod parameter tolerance of the mechanism is a function of the width of
the tolerance zone and the processing technology. According to the theory of mechanical
manufacturing technology, the relative manufacturing cost of a single connecting rod can
be obtained by [30]:

Ci = Ki(xi)
−ai (22)

where ai is the tolerance characteristic index; Ki is the technological coefficient, which
is the same for the same production process. In actual manufacturing, the smaller the
manufacturing tolerance, the higher the production cost. Through investigation, the
processing coefficient of the connecting rod is 8.25, and the position positioning process
coefficient is 5.63 in order to obtain the characteristic index. For the same production
process, the functional relationship between the relative cost and the sum can be obtained
according to the empirical data. Therefore, the objective function of the transmission
mechanism is

f (X) =
n

∑
i=1

Ki(xi)
−ai (23)

In order to make the press after precision design reach a certain level of accuracy,
the main constraints of connecting rod parameter tolerance optimization are that the
output position error of the slider BDC ω1 = ∆s and the error of the tilt angle of the
slider ω2 = ∆β are less than the design expectation. The maximum allowable deviation
of the slider position is taken as R1 = ∆smax = 0.05mm, and the reliability requirement
is p1 = 90%. The maximum allowable deviation of the sliding block tilt angle is taken as
R2 = ∆βmax = 0.0002rad, and the reliability requirement is p2 = 95%. When the probability
that the required error ωi is less than or equal to the given value Ri is greater than or equal
to P, the constraint form is:

P(|ωi| ≤ |Ri|) =
∫

Ri
−Ri

f (ωi)dV ≥ pi (24)

In order to facilitate the optimization calculation, the probability theory can be applied
to deduce the above formula as a deterministic constraint. We order τ = (ωi − Ei)/σi, where
Ei and σi represent the mean and standard deviation of error ωi, respectively. Constraints
can be overridden to

P(|ω| ≤ R) =
∫ R
−R f (ω)dω =

∫ R
−R

1√
2πσ

exp(− ω2

2σ2 )dω

=
∫ R
−R

1√
2π

exp(− τ2

2σ2 )dτ ≥ p
(25)

For the standard normal distribution, there is

p =
∫ ε(p)

−ε(p)

1√
2π

exp(− τ2

2σ2 )dτ (26)

For a given probability level, the corresponding confidence limit of the normal distribu-
tion table difference can be passed. It can be obtained by comparing Equations (25) and (26),
and the stochastic constraint can be transformed into a normalized deterministic con-
straint function

gi(X) = σiε(pi)/Ri − 1 ≤ 0 (27)

5.2. Optimization Results

Based on the above design variables, objective functions and constraints, an optimiza-
tion design model is established, and an adaptive genetic algorithm is used for optimization.
The control parameters of the genetic algorithm are set as follows: population size m = 100,
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crossover probability PE = 0.8, mutation probability = 0.05. The geometric dimensions of
structural parameters of multiple connecting rods are the same as above, and the optimiza-
tion results of tolerance allocation are shown in Table 4.

Table 4. Results of the tolerance optimization.

Tolerance Item Original Tolerance Value/µm Optimized Tolerance Value/µm

∆l11, ∆l12 ±0.02 0.010
∆l21, ∆l22 ±0.02 0.040
∆l31, ∆l32 ±0.02 0.056
∆l41, ∆l42 ±0.02 0.125
∆l51, ∆l52 ±0.02 0.015
∆l61, ∆l62 ±0.02 0.040

∆Cx1, ∆Cx2 ±0.1 0.020
∆Cz1, ∆Cz2 ±0.1 0.125

∆e1, ∆e2 ±0.1 0.035
∆ye1, ∆ye2 ±0.1 0.125

5.3. Analysis of Results and Reliability Verification

The Monte Carlo simulation (MCS) method was used to evaluate the accuracy of the
mechanism in order to estimate how much the pose error of the slider is reduced from
the initial design by the proposed optimization method. MCS is a numerical calculation
method that uses computer technology to generate random statistical sampling data and
then solve the approximate solution of technical engineering problems.

The processing and positioning errors of each component obey the normal distribution,
and the mean value of the component error was calculated according to the upper and
lower deviations. According to the 3 σ principle, the mean square deviation of the error of
component i is

σi =
1
6
(σi1 − σi2) (28)

We generated the random error source parameters of each component that obey the
normal distribution and substituted the upper random parameters into the error model of
the mechanism for analysis and calculation. After n iterations, the sample values of the
output errors of the position accuracy of the lower dead center of the output slider and the
accuracy of the tilt angle of the slider were obtained.

When the Monte Carlo method is used for reliability analysis, the sampling times are
n = 500. We carried out a point evaluation on the reliability of the slider position and the
tilt angle, respectively, and the evaluation results are shown in Table 5.

Table 5. Comparison of errors before and after optimization.

Error Term
Previous Optimized

Slider Position Inclined Angle Slider Position Inclined Angle

Mean error 0.0110 mm 0.0352 rad 0.0060 mm 0.0261
Mean square error 0.0235 mm 0.0024 rad 0.0005 mm 0.0012

Reliability 69.51% 85.38% 91.26% 98.72%

After optimization, the reliability of the lower dead center position of the slider
reached 91.26%, and the reliability of the tilt angle error of the slider was 98.72%. From the
optimization results, it can be seen that the tolerance optimization method of the adaptive
genetic algorithm used in this paper demonstrates a great improvement in the reliability of
the output error before the optimal allocation. Under the condition that the output accuracy
and robustness of the slider are greatly improved, the processing cost is greatly reduced.

5.4. Experimental Verification

After completing the tolerance design of the transmission mechanism of the elbow
bar press, the key components of the transmission mechanism are processed according to
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the above-optimized tolerance requirements, as shown in Figure 8a. After processing, we
assembled the press according to the appropriate assembly sequence, and the process is
shown in Figure 8b.
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After the equipment was processed and assembled, the elbow bar press was debugged.
By testing the position of the bottom dead center of the multi-link mechanism and the paral-
lelism of the slider, the correctness of the proposed error model and accuracy optimization
can be verified. A test platform for the accuracy of the bottom dead center of the press
and the parallelism of the slider was built, as shown in Figure 9. As shown in Figure 9a, a
displacement sensor was placed below the lower dead center of the slider for the lower
dead center accuracy test and was clamped by the magnetic meter base and special tooling.
The position signal was converted into a voltage signal by the sensor, the data acquisition
card collected the conditioned voltage signal, and the data acquisition program edited by
LabVIEW converted the voltage signal into displacement for real-time storage and display.

The parallelism of the slider was obtained by measuring the points on the four corners
of the bottom surface of the slider. The schematic diagram of the measuring points is shown
in Figure 9b. We wiped the sliding block and the area to be measured on the workbench
and marked the positions of 4 measuring points on the upper surface of the workbench.
We adjusted the slider to near the bottom dead center position, placed the dial gauge at the
first position for zero calibration, and then measured the reading of the dial gauge at each
measuring point. The test site diagram is shown in Figure 9c.

The dynamic accuracy of the BDC of the toggle press at different speeds was measured
and statistically analyzed. As can be seen from Figure 10, 40 sets of slider displacement
data are available, so we can get the BDC position data. As the rotation speed increases,
the BDC position of the slider moves down. The ideal theoretical BDC value obtained
by simulation calculation is 398.23 mm. Compared with the ideal BDC position data, the
actual measured BDC position error of the elbow bar press does not exceed 0.05 mm, which
meets the design requirements of the slider position error.
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The parallelism of each measuring point of the slider is shown in Table 6. It can be
seen from the measurement results that the parallelism of the slider in the left and right
directions is 0.17 mm, while the parallelism in the front and rear directions is 0.05 mm. The
length of the slider is 1500 mm, so the inclination angle of the slider is 0.000113 rad, which
meets the design requirements of the inclination of the slider. The parallelism of the slider
is good, which can well meet the requirements of stamping processing.
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Table 6. Parallelism values of each measuring point.

Measuring Point 1 2 3 4

Parallelism values (mm) 0 0.05 0.17 0.21

6. Conclusions

In order to ensure the machining accuracy of the press slider, it is necessary to design
the accuracy of the transmission mechanism in the design stage. This paper improves
the output accuracy of the press slider from the point of view of the tolerance distribu-
tion of the bar system processing and manufacturing in the design stage of the press
transmission mechanism.

(1) Based on the loop increment method, the error model of the transmission mechanism
of the multi-link press was established, which reflects the transmission relationship
between the dimensional error of the linkage and the output error of the slider.

(2) The key error sources that have a great impact on the output position error of the
bottom dead center of the slider were identified by a sensitivity analysis, which lays a
theoretical foundation for error design and allocation.

(3) The detailed process and method of tolerance optimization design of components
were proposed, which takes the position accuracy and tilt angle reliability of the slider
as constraints and the processing cost as the goal. The processing cost was reduced,
while the output accuracy of the press was guaranteed.

(4) Using this method, the example of the tolerance design of an elbow bar press was
carried out. Finally, the feasibility and effectiveness of the proposed method were
verified by Monte Carlo simulation analysis and experimental testing.
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Nomenclature

li linkage
θi angle between linkage and horizontal direction
S slider stroke
e offset distance of slider
Cx/Cz coordinate of point C
∆li linkage length error
∆θi linkage angle error
∆Cx/∆Cz/∆e position error
∆S the position error of slider BDC
∆β the angle error of slider inclination
ξi sensitivity coefficient
λi significance coefficient
Ci relative manufacturing cost
ai tolerance characteristic index
Ki technological coefficient
pi probability of reliability
Ei mean value
σi mean square deviation
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